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Photographs and video footage taken in public spaces are an important tool for reporting on the news. Consider the following examples from recent news coverage: photographs of individuals mourning at a public vigil; video of police officers stopping an individual on the street; photographs of protesters outside a campaign rally.

Journalists rely on the right to photograph or record individuals in public—a right that has long been considered well-established.

However, in recent policy debates, privacy advocates have taken aim at this well-established right—advancing proposals that would provide privacy protections for images and data gathered in public spaces. Specifically, in debates over the regulation of drones and access to footage from police body cameras, advocates have argued that privacy considerations should apply to footage gathered or collected in public spaces. These advocacy efforts, though currently limited in scope, should be monitored and challenged to avoid establishing precedent for expanding general privacy rights in public spaces.

Reasonable Expectations of Privacy in Public Places
The U.S. Supreme Court has long held that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in “what a person knowingly exposes to the public.”

In analyzing the constitutionality of searches under the Fourth Amendment, courts have routinely found that privacy rights are limited in public spaces, where conduct is “voluntarily conveyed to anyone who wants to look . . . .” For example, courts have held that there is no reasonable expectation of privacy implicated in the following circumstances:

- Where garbage left on a public street is searched.
- When private backyards are observed with the naked eye from a vehicle flying in the public airspace.
- Where movements from one place to another on public thoroughfares are monitored.
- Where tracking devices are placed on objects in public and monitored only while the device is in public view.
- Where data on cell phone locations is obtained from third-parties.
- Where images are contained on a mobile device loaned to others.

This case law is based on the reasoning that “[O]ne cannot have a reasonable expectation of privacy concerning an act performed within the visual range of a complete stranger . . . .”

Similar reasoning has been applied by federal and state courts to allow the publication of information or images gathered in public. Courts analyzing claims against publishers start with the baseline proposition that if an individual knowingly exposes information to the public, then the media can publish it. As one court has explained:

On the public street, or in any other public place, the plaintiff has no legal right to be alone; and it is no invasion of his privacy to do no more than follow him about and watch him there. Neither is it such an invasion to take his photograph in such a place, since this amounts to nothing more, than making a record, not differing essentially from a full written description, of a public sight which anyone would be free to see.

Courts have repeatedly applied this principle to protect images and footage recorded in public places. This reasoning has precluded invasion of privacy claims based on the publication of information or images posted on social media, disclosed in a police report, filmed at public events or in public view, or filmed in full view of the public.

The personal nature or even offensiveness of the image or footage captured does not minimize the protection afforded to the images and footage. In one particularly relevant case, a Southern District of California court explicitly considered whether there was a right to privacy in images of soldiers that had been posted on the Internet. The court said there was not and held that plaintiffs lacked a privacy interest where they photographed themselves capturing or detaining prisoners and then posted the photos on the internet. The court reasoned that: “Plaintiffs can take no refuge in their allegation that they intended that only certain individuals could gain access to the web site. An objectively reasonable person could not expect such photos to remain private under these circumstances.”

As these cases demonstrate, individuals do not have privacy rights in what they “knowingly expose to the public.”

Advocacy Efforts To Create Privacy Protections in Public Spaces
Yet, despite this body of case law, privacy advocates have taken aim at this well-established right.

Drones: In debates over drone regulations, privacy advocates—led...
by the Center for Democracy and Technology (“CDT”)—advanced a proposal for voluntary best practices that would have curtailed the use of drones to gather images and data in public.

The initial CDT proposal would have limited the collection, use, and retention of images and data where they contained, “unique biometric data, such as imagery of an individual’s face and voice recordings, that are linked or easily linkable to an identifiable person.” This proposal did not distinguish between images and sounds collected in public and those collected in private.

While these discussions were ongoing, in a *Columbia Journalism Review* article, one advocate explicitly questioned whether drone technology justified limiting current protections for newsgathering in public spaces:

Balancing the right to gather information with the right to privacy has never been easy. New technologies for image and data gathering and analysis, like drones and facial and voice recognition software, make finding the balance even harder, in part because such innovations change what is realistically possible. In the past, the high cost of, say, loitering in front of someone’s door for weeks at a time and filming video the whole time would have made it effectively impossible for journalists and law enforcement to do what a drone will be able to do very cheaply in the near future.

Stated more directly, he wrote: “This means that if we want Fourth Amendment protection against police use of drones, we might also have to accept some limits on what other people, including journalists, do with drones.”

Although the best practices document that resulted from this debate provided significant allowances for the news media to use drones to gather images in public, CDT continues to support voluntary guidelines that would restrict the use of facial images and voices captured by drones.

**Body Cameras:** Likewise, in recent public debates about whether footage from police body cameras must be released under state public records laws, some have argued that footage...
gathered in public may be exempt from disclosure because of privacy concerns.

For example, the District of Columbia Deputy Mayor for Public Safety argued that, to protect victim privacy, footage of all assaults—regardless of where they occurred—should be exempt from disclosure under public records law. More specifically, he stated:

With respect to assaults, what the regulations meant to focus on was the ability of a third party, unconnected to that assault, to be able to get that video and do anything they want with it, including putting it on YouTube or the evening news.

By definition, a victim of assault has had their rights, their space, violated, and we don’t want to risk further violating that space by allowing someone who is unconnected to the assault to have access to the video.27

Likewise, advocates in Minnesota have argued that privacy considerations justify the state law’s substantial limitations on the release of body camera footage:

Body-worn cameras capture incidents up-close, in real time and the data subjects are often people in the midst of traumatic circumstances or embarrassing situations. The data classification in this bill protects the privacy of crime victims, witnesses to crime and even the average Minnesotan who might ask a police officer for directions or gets ticketed for speeding.28

Consistent with these arguments, the ACLU’s white paper on police body-mounted cameras, states its position that public disclosure of these videos should be limited because of privacy issues. For example, it proposes that “Redaction of video records should be used when feasible—blurring or blacking out of portions of video and/or distortion of audio to obscure the identity of subjects.”29

While these advocates may be well-intentioned, recognizing privacy rights in public places has the potential to chip away at precedent that journalists rely on to effectively cover the news.

Conclusion:

These advocacy efforts are using developing technologies to argue that the parameters of privacy law should be re-shaped. But, advancing technologies—including drones, body cameras, and facial recognition software—should not change this basic tenet of law: there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in “what a person knowingly exposes to the public.”30
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